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Designed for students having no previous experience with rigorous proofs, this text can be used immediately after
standard calculus courses. It is highly recommended for anyone planning to study advanced analysis, as well as for
future secondary school teachers. A limited number of concepts involving the real line and functions on the real line are
studied, while many abstract ideas, such as metric spaces and ordered systems, are avoided completely. A thorough
treatment of sequences of numbers is used as a basis for studying standard calculus topics, and optional sections invite
students to study such topics as metric spaces and Riemann-Stieltjes integrals.
This book is an attempt to make presentation of Elements of Real Analysis more lucid. The book contains examples and
exercises meant to help a proper understanding of the text. For B.A., B.Sc. and Honours (Mathematics and Physics),
M.A. and M.Sc. (Mathematics) students of various Universities/ Institutions.As per UGC Model Curriculum and for I.A.S.
and Various other competitive exams.
Incorporating an innovative modeling approach, this book for a one-semester differential equations course emphasizes
conceptual understanding to help users relate information taught in the classroom to real-world experiences. Certain
models reappear throughout the book as running themes to synthesize different concepts from multiple angles, and a
dynamical systems focus emphasizes predicting the long-term behavior of these recurring models. Users will discover
how to identify and harness the mathematics they will use in their careers, and apply it effectively outside the classroom.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
Now in its third edition, Mathematical Concepts in the Physical Sciences provides a comprehensive introduction to the
areas of mathematical physics. It combines all the essential math concepts into one compact, clearly written reference.
Introductory Analysis: An Inquiry Approach aims to provide a self-contained, inquiry-oriented approach to undergraduatelevel real analysis. The presentation of the material in the book is intended to be "inquiry-oriented'" in that as each major
topic is discussed, details of the proofs are left to the student in a way that encourages an active approach to learning.
The book is "self-contained" in two major ways: it includes scaffolding (i.e., brief guiding prompts marked as Key Steps in
the Proof) for many of the theorems. Second, it includes preliminary material that introduces students to the fundamental
framework of logical reasoning and proof-writing techniques. Students will be able to use the guiding prompts (and refer
to the preliminary work) to develop their proof-writing skills. Features Structured in such a way that approximately one
week of class can be devoted to each chapter Suitable as a primary text for undergraduates, or as a supplementary text
for some postgraduate courses Strikes a unique balance between enquiry-based learning and more traditional
approaches to teaching
Definitive look at modern analysis, with views of applications to statistics, numerical analysis, Fourier series, differential
equations, mathematical analysis, and functional analysis. More than 750 exercises; some hints and solutions. 1981
edition.
"The topics are quite standard: convergence of sequences, limits of functions, continuity, differentiation, the Riemann
integral, infinite series, power series, and convergence of sequences of functions. Many examples are given to illustrate
the theory, and exercises at the end of each chapter are keyed to each section."--pub. desc.
This textbook aims to fill the gap between those that offer a theoretical treatment without many applications and those
that present and apply formulas without appropriately deriving them. The balance achieved will give readers a
fundamental understanding of key financial ideas and tools that form the basis for building realistic models, including
those that may become proprietary. Numerous carefully chosen examples and exercises reinforce the student’s
conceptual understanding and facility with applications. The exercises are divided into conceptual, application-based, and
theoretical problems, which probe the material deeper. The book is aimed toward advanced undergraduates and firstyear graduate students who are new to finance or want a more rigorous treatment of the mathematical models used
within. While no background in finance is assumed, prerequisite math courses include multivariable calculus, probability,
and linear algebra. The authors introduce additional mathematical tools as needed. The entire textbook is appropriate for
a single year-long course on introductory mathematical finance. The self-contained design of the text allows for instructor
flexibility in topics courses and those focusing on financial derivatives. Moreover, the text is useful for mathematicians,
physicists, and engineers who want to learn finance via an approach that builds their financial intuition and is explicit
about model building, as well as business school students who want a treatment of finance that is deeper but not overly
theoretical.
Based on courses given at Eötvös Loránd University (Hungary) over the past 30 years, this introductory textbook develops the
central concepts of the analysis of functions of one variable — systematically, with many examples and illustrations, and in a
manner that builds upon, and sharpens, the student’s mathematical intuition. The book provides a solid grounding in the basics of
logic and proofs, sets, and real numbers, in preparation for a study of the main topics: limits, continuity, rational functions and
transcendental functions, differentiation, and integration. Numerous applications to other areas of mathematics, and to physics, are
given, thereby demonstrating the practical scope and power of the theoretical concepts treated. In the spirit of learning-by-doing,
Real Analysis includes more than 500 engaging exercises for the student keen on mastering the basics of analysis. The wealth of
material, and modular organization, of the book make it adaptable as a textbook for courses of various levels; the hints and
solutions provided for the more challenging exercises make it ideal for independent study.
Now enhanced with the innovative DE Tools CD-ROM and the iLrn teaching and learning system, this proven text explains the
"how" behind the material and strikes a balance between the analytical, qualitative, and quantitative approaches to the study of
differential equations. This accessible text speaks to students through a wealth of pedagogical aids, including an abundance of
examples, explanations, "Remarks" boxes, definitions, and group projects. This book was written with the student's understanding
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firmly in mind. Using a straightforward, readable, and helpful style, this book provides a thorough treatment of boundary-value
problems and partial differential equations.
Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics lectures, Introduction to Probability provides essential language and tools for
understanding statistics, randomness, and uncertainty. The book explores a wide variety of applications and examples, ranging
from coincidences and paradoxes to Google PageRank and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Additional
Mathematics education in schools has seen a revolution in recent years. Students everywhere expect the subject to be wellmotivated, relevant and practical. When such students reach higher education the traditional development of analysis, often rather
divorced from the calculus which they learnt at school, seems highly inappropriate. Shouldn't every step in a first course in analysis
arise naturally from the student's experience of functions and calculus at school? And shouldn't such a course take every
opportunity to endorse and extend the student's basic knowledge of functions? In Yet Another Introduction to Analysis the author
steers a simple and well-motivated path through the central ideas of real analysis. Each concept is introduced only after its need
has become clear and after it has already been used informally. Wherever appropriate the new ideas are related to school topics
and are used to extend the reader's understanding of those topics. A first course in analysis at college is always regarded as one
of the hardest in the curriculum. However, in this book the reader is led carefully through every step in such a way that he/she will
soon be predicting the next step for him/herself. In this way the subject is developed naturally: students will end up not only
understanding analysis, but also enjoying it.
This elementary presentation exposes readers to both the process of rigor and the rewards inherent in taking an axiomatic
approach to the study of functions of a real variable. The aim is to challenge and improve mathematical intuition rather than to
verify it. The philosophy of this book is to focus attention on questions which give analysis its inherent fascination. Each chapter
begins with the discussion of some motivating examples and concludes with a series of questions.
This introduction to linear algebra offers a balance between abstraction/theory and computational skills. KEY TOPICS: Linear
Equations and Matrices. Real Vector Spaces. Inner Product Spaces. Linear Transformations and Matrices. Determinants.
Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors. Differential Equations. MATLAB for Linear Algebra. MATLAB Exercises. For anyone needing a
basic understanding of matrix theory or computational skills involving linear algebra.
This book not only provides a lot of solid information about real analysis, it also answers those questions which students want to
ask but cannot figure how to formulate. To read this book is to spend time with one of the modern masters in the subject. --Steven
G. Krantz, Washington University, St. Louis One of the major assets of the book is Korner's very personal writing style. By keeping
his own engagement with the material continually in view, he invites the reader to a similarly high level of involvement. And the
witty and erudite asides that are sprinkled throughout the book are a real pleasure. --Gerald Folland, University of Washingtion,
Seattle Many students acquire knowledge of a large number of theorems and methods of calculus without being able to say how
they hang together. This book provides such students with the coherent account that they need. A Companion to Analysis explains
the problems which must be resolved in order to obtain a rigorous development of the calculus and shows the student how those
problems are dealt with. Starting with the real line, it moves on to finite dimensional spaces and then to metric spaces. Readers
who work through this text will be ready for such courses as measure theory, functional analysis, complex analysis and differential
geometry. Moreover, they will be well on the road which leads from mathematics student to mathematician. Able and hard working
students can use this book for independent study, or it can be used as the basis for an advanced undergraduate or elementary
graduate course. An appendix contains a large number of accessible but non-routine problems to improve knowledge and
technique.
Linear Ordinary Differential Equations, a text for advanced undergraduate or beginning graduate students, presents a thorough
development of the main topics in linear differential equations. A rich collection of applications, examples, and exercises illustrates
each topic. The authors reinforce students' understanding of calculus, linear algebra, and analysis while introducing the many
applications of differential equations in science and engineering. Three recurrent themes run through the book. The methods of
linear algebra are applied directly to the analysis of systems with constant or periodic coefficients and serve as a guide in the study
of eigenvalues and eigenfunction expansions. The use of power series, beginning with the matrix exponential function leads to the
special functions solving classical equations. Techniques from real analysis illuminate the development of series solutions,
existence theorems for initial value problems, the asymptotic behavior solutions, and the convergence of eigenfunction
expansions.
The gratifying response to Counterexamples in analysis (CEA) was followed, when the book went out of print, by expressions of dismay from
those who were unable to acquire it. The connection of the present volume with CEA is clear, although the sights here are set higher. In the
quarter-century since the appearance of CEA, mathematical education has taken some large steps reflected in both the undergraduate and
graduate curricula. What was once taken as very new, remote, or arcane is now a well-established part of mathematical study and discourse.
Consequently the approach here is designed to match the observed progress. The contents are intended to provide graduate and ad vanced
undergraduate students as well as the general mathematical public with a modern treatment of some theorems and examples that constitute
a rounding out and elaboration of the standard parts of algebra, analysis, geometry, logic, probability, set theory, and topology. The items
included are presented in the spirit of a conversation among mathematicians who know the language but are interested in some of the
ramifications of the subjects with which they routinely deal. Although such an approach might be construed as demanding, there is an
extensive GLOSSARY jlNDEX where all but the most familiar notions are clearly defined and explained. The object ofthe body of the text is
more to enhance what the reader already knows than to review definitions and notations that have become part of every mathematician's
working context.
This textbook on the basics of option pricing is accessible to readers with limited mathematical training. It is for both professional traders and
undergraduates studying the basics of finance. Assuming no prior knowledge of probability, Sheldon M. Ross offers clear, simple
explanations of arbitrage, the Black-Scholes option pricing formula, and other topics such as utility functions, optimal portfolio selections, and
the capital assets pricing model. Among the many new features of this third edition are new chapters on Brownian motion and geometric
Brownian motion, stochastic order relations and stochastic dynamic programming, along with expanded sets of exercises and references for
all the chapters.
Known for its accessible, precise approach, Epp's DISCRETE MATHEMATICS WITH APPLICATIONS, 5th Edition, introduces discrete
mathematics with clarity and precision. Coverage emphasizes the major themes of discrete mathematics as well as the reasoning that
underlies mathematical thought. Students learn to think abstractly as they study the ideas of logic and proof. While learning about logic
circuits and computer addition, algorithm analysis, recursive thinking, computability, automata, cryptography and combinatorics, students
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discover that ideas of discrete mathematics underlie and are essential to today’s science and technology. The author’s emphasis on
reasoning provides a foundation for computer science and upper-level mathematics courses. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
This is a text for a one-quarter or one-semester course in probability, aimed at students who have done a year of calculus. The book is
organised so a student can learn the fundamental ideas of probability from the first three chapters without reliance on calculus. Later chapters
develop these ideas further using calculus tools. The book contains more than the usual number of examples worked out in detail. The most
valuable thing for students to learn from a course like this is how to pick up a probability problem in a new setting and relate it to the standard
body of theory. The more they see this happen in class, and the more they do it themselves in exercises, the better. The style of the text is
deliberately informal. My experience is that students learn more from intuitive explanations, diagrams, and examples than they do from
theorems and proofs. So the emphasis is on problem solving rather than theory.
Elementary Differential Geometry focuses on the elementary account of the geometry of curves and surfaces. The book first offers
information on calculus on Euclidean space and frame fields. Topics include structural equations, connection forms, frame fields, covariant
derivatives, Frenet formulas, curves, mappings, tangent vectors, and differential forms. The publication then examines Euclidean geometry
and calculus on a surface. Discussions focus on topological properties of surfaces, differential forms on a surface, integration of forms,
differentiable functions and tangent vectors, congruence of curves, derivative map of an isometry, and Euclidean geometry. The manuscript
takes a look at shape operators, geometry of surfaces in E, and Riemannian geometry. Concerns include geometric surfaces, covariant
derivative, curvature and conjugate points, Gauss-Bonnet theorem, fundamental equations, global theorems, isometries and local isometries,
orthogonal coordinates, and integration and orientation. The text is a valuable reference for students interested in elementary differential
geometry.
Education is an admirable thing, but it is well to remember from time to time that nothing worth knowing can be taught. Oscar Wilde, “The
Critic as Artist,” 1890. Analysis is a profound subject; it is neither easy to understand nor summarize. However, Real Analysis can be
discovered by solving problems. This book aims to give independent students the opportunity to discover Real Analysis by themselves
through problem solving. ThedepthandcomplexityofthetheoryofAnalysiscanbeappreciatedbytakingaglimpseatits developmental history.
Although Analysis was conceived in the 17th century during the Scienti?c Revolution, it has taken nearly two hundred years to establish its
theoretical basis. Kepler, Galileo, Descartes, Fermat, Newton and Leibniz were among those who contributed to its genesis. Deep conceptual
changes in Analysis were brought about in the 19th century by Cauchy and Weierstrass. Furthermore, modern concepts such as open and
closed sets were introduced in the 1900s. Today nearly every undergraduate mathematics program requires at least one semester of Real
Analysis. Often, students consider this course to be the most challenging or even intimidating of all their mathematics major requirements.
The primary goal of this book is to alleviate those concerns by systematically solving the problems related to the core concepts of most
analysis courses. In doing so, we hope that learning analysis becomes less taxing and thereby more satisfying.
Elementary Differential Equations and Boundary Value Problems 11e, like its predecessors, is written from the viewpoint of the applied
mathematician, whose interest in differential equations may sometimes be quite theoretical, sometimes intensely practical, and often
somewhere in between. The authors have sought to combine a sound and accurate (but not abstract) exposition of the elementary theory of
differential equations with considerable material on methods of solution, analysis, and approximation that have proved useful in a wide variety
of applications. While the general structure of the book remains unchanged, some notable changes have been made to improve the clarity
and readability of basic material about differential equations and their applications. In addition to expanded explanations, the 11th edition
includes new problems, updated figures and examples to help motivate students. The program is primarily intended for undergraduate
students of mathematics, science, or engineering, who typically take a course on differential equations during their first or second year of
study. The main prerequisite for engaging with the program is a working knowledge of calculus, gained from a normal two? or three?
semester course sequence or its equivalent. Some familiarity with matrices will also be helpful in the chapters on systems of differential
equations.
Partial Differential Equations presents a balanced and comprehensive introduction to the concepts and techniques required to solve problems
containing unknown functions of multiple variables. While focusing on the three most classical partial differential equations (PDEs)—the wave,
heat, and Laplace equations—this detailed text also presents a broad practical perspective that merges mathematical concepts with real-world
application in diverse areas including molecular structure, photon and electron interactions, radiation of electromagnetic waves, vibrations of
a solid, and many more. Rigorous pedagogical tools aid in student comprehension; advanced topics are introduced frequently, with minimal
technical jargon, and a wealth of exercises reinforce vital skills and invite additional self-study. Topics are presented in a logical progression,
with major concepts such as wave propagation, heat and diffusion, electrostatics, and quantum mechanics placed in contexts familiar to
students of various fields in science and engineering. By understanding the properties and applications of PDEs, students will be equipped to
better analyze and interpret central processes of the natural world.

This text for a second course in linear algebra, aimed at math majors and graduates, adopts a novel approach by
banishing determinants to the end of the book and focusing on understanding the structure of linear operators on vector
spaces. The author has taken unusual care to motivate concepts and to simplify proofs. For example, the book presents without having defined determinants - a clean proof that every linear operator on a finite-dimensional complex vector
space has an eigenvalue. The book starts by discussing vector spaces, linear independence, span, basics, and
dimension. Students are introduced to inner-product spaces in the first half of the book and shortly thereafter to the finitedimensional spectral theorem. A variety of interesting exercises in each chapter helps students understand and
manipulate the objects of linear algebra. This second edition features new chapters on diagonal matrices, on linear
functionals and adjoints, and on the spectral theorem; some sections, such as those on self-adjoint and normal
operators, have been entirely rewritten; and hundreds of minor improvements have been made throughout the text.
During the past decade there has been an explosion in computation and information technology. With it have come vast
amounts of data in a variety of fields such as medicine, biology, finance, and marketing. The challenge of understanding
these data has led to the development of new tools in the field of statistics, and spawned new areas such as data mining,
machine learning, and bioinformatics. Many of these tools have common underpinnings but are often expressed with
different terminology. This book describes the important ideas in these areas in a common conceptual framework. While
the approach is statistical, the emphasis is on concepts rather than mathematics. Many examples are given, with a liberal
use of color graphics. It should be a valuable resource for statisticians and anyone interested in data mining in science or
industry. The book’s coverage is broad, from supervised learning (prediction) to unsupervised learning. The many topics
include neural networks, support vector machines, classification trees and boosting---the first comprehensive treatment of
this topic in any book. This major new edition features many topics not covered in the original, including graphical
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models, random forests, ensemble methods, least angle regression & path algorithms for the lasso, non-negative matrix
factorization, and spectral clustering. There is also a chapter on methods for “wide” data (p bigger than n), including
multiple testing and false discovery rates. Trevor Hastie, Robert Tibshirani, and Jerome Friedman are professors of
statistics at Stanford University. They are prominent researchers in this area: Hastie and Tibshirani developed
generalized additive models and wrote a popular book of that title. Hastie co-developed much of the statistical modeling
software and environment in R/S-PLUS and invented principal curves and surfaces. Tibshirani proposed the lasso and is
co-author of the very successful An Introduction to the Bootstrap. Friedman is the co-inventor of many data-mining tools
including CART, MARS, projection pursuit and gradient boosting.
Offering a clear, precise, and accessible presentation, complete with MATLAB programs, this new Third Edition of
Elementary Numerical Analysis gives students the support they need to master basic numerical analysis and scientific
computing. Now updated and revised, this significant revision features reorganized and rewritten content, as well as
some new additional examples and problems.The text introduces core areas of numerical analysis and scientific
computing along with basic themes of numerical analysis such as the approximation of problems by simpler methods, the
construction of algorithms, iteration methods, error analysis, stability, asymptotic error formulas, and the effects of
machine arithmetic.· Taylor Polynomials · Error and Computer Arithmetic · Rootfinding · Interpolation and Approximation ·
Numerical Integration and Differentiation · Solution of Systems of Linear Equations · Numerical Linear Algebra: Advanced
Topics · Ordinary Differential Equations · Finite Difference Method for PDEs
The present book "Problems and Solutions for Undergraduate Real Analysis" is the combined volume of author's two
books "Problems and Solutions for Undergraduate Real Analysis I" and "Problems and Solutions for Undergraduate Real
Analysis II". By offering 456 exercises with different levels of difficulty, this book gives a brief exposition of the
foundations of first-year undergraduate real analysis. Furthermore, we believe that students and instructors may find that
the book can also be served as a source for some advanced courses or as a reference.The wide variety of problems,
which are of varying difficulty, include the following topics: (1) Elementary Set Algebra, (2) The Real Number System, (3)
Countable and Uncountable Sets, (4) Elementary Topology on Metric Spaces, (5) Sequences in Metric Spaces, (6)
Series of Numbers, (7) Limits and Continuity of Functions, (8) Differentiation, (9) The Riemann-StieltjesIntegral, (10)
Sequences and Series of Functions, (11) Improper Integrals, (12) Lebesgue Measure, (13) Lebesgue Measurable
Functions, (14) Lebesgue Integration, (15) Differential Calculus of Functions of Several Variables and (16) Integral
Calculus of Functions of Several Variables. Furthermore, the main features of this book are listed as follows:1. The book
contains 456 problems of undergraduate real analysis, which cover the topics mentioned above, with detailed and
complete solutions. In fact, the solutions show every detail, every step and every theorem that I applied.2. Each chapter
starts with a brief and concise note of introducing the notations, terminologies, basic mathematical concepts or
important/famous/frequently used theorems (without proofs) relevant to the topic. As a consequence, students can use
these notes as a quick review before midterms or examinations.3. Three levels of difficulty have been assigned to
problems so that you can sharpen your mathematics step-by-step. 4. Different colors are used frequently in order to
highlight or explain problems, examples, remarks, main points/formulas involved, or show the steps of manipulation in
some complicated proofs. (ebook only)5. An appendix about mathematical logic is included. It tells students what
concepts of logic (e.g. techniques of proofs) are necessary in advanced mathematics.
Elementary AnalysisCUP ArchiveIntroduction to Real AnalysisElementary Differential Equations and Boundary Value
ProblemsJohn Wiley & Sons
Rosen's Discrete Mathematics and its Applications presents a precise, relevant, comprehensive approach to
mathematical concepts. This world-renowned best-selling text was written to accommodate the needs across a variety of
majors and departments, including mathematics, computer science, and engineering. As the market leader, the book is
highly flexible, comprehensive and a proven pedagogical teaching tool for instructors.
This is the second edition of the text Elementary Real Analysis originally published by Prentice Hall (Pearson) in
2001.Chapter 1. Real NumbersChapter 2. SequencesChapter 3. Infinite sumsChapter 4. Sets of real numbersChapter 5.
Continuous functionsChapter 6. More on continuous functions and setsChapter 7. Differentiation Chapter 8. The
IntegralChapter 9. Sequences and series of functionsChapter 10. Power seriesChapter 11. Euclidean Space R^nChapter
12. Differentiation on R^nChapter 13. Metric Spaces
This is part one of a two-volume book on real analysis and is intended for senior undergraduate students of mathematics
who have already been exposed to calculus. The emphasis is on rigour and foundations of analysis. Beginning with the
construction of the number systems and set theory, the book discusses the basics of analysis (limits, series, continuity,
differentiation, Riemann integration), through to power series, several variable calculus and Fourier analysis, and then
finally the Lebesgue integral. These are almost entirely set in the concrete setting of the real line and Euclidean spaces,
although there is some material on abstract metric and topological spaces. The book also has appendices on
mathematical logic and the decimal system. The entire text (omitting some less central topics) can be taught in two
quarters of 25–30 lectures each. The course material is deeply intertwined with the exercises, as it is intended that the
student actively learn the material (and practice thinking and writing rigorously) by proving several of the key results in
the theory.
Pulsing with drama and excitement, Infinitesimal celebrates the spirit of discovery, innovation, and intellectual achievement-and it will forever
change the way you look at a simple line. On August 10, 1632, five men in flowing black robes convened in a somber Roman palazzo to pass
judgment on a deceptively simple proposition: that a continuous line is composed of distinct and infinitely tiny parts. With the stroke of a pen
the Jesuit fathers banned the doctrine of infinitesimals, announcing that it could never be taught or even mentioned. The concept was
deemed dangerous and subversive, a threat to the belief that the world was an orderly place, governed by a strict and unchanging set of
rules. If infinitesimals were ever accepted, the Jesuits feared, the entire world would be plunged into chaos. In Infinitesimal, the awardPage 4/5
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winning historian Amir Alexander exposes the deep-seated reasons behind the rulings of the Jesuits and shows how the doctrine persisted,
becoming the foundation of calculus and much of modern mathematics and technology. Indeed, not everyone agreed with the Jesuits.
Philosophers, scientists, and mathematicians across Europe embraced infinitesimals as the key to scientific progress, freedom of thought,
and a more tolerant society. As Alexander reveals, it wasn't long before the two camps set off on a war that pitted Europe's forces of
hierarchy and order against those of pluralism and change. The story takes us from the bloody battlefields of Europe's religious wars and the
English Civil War and into the lives of the greatest mathematicians and philosophers of the day, including Galileo and Isaac Newton, Cardinal
Bellarmine and Thomas Hobbes, and Christopher Clavius and John Wallis. In Italy, the defeat of the infinitely small signaled an end to that
land's reign as the cultural heart of Europe, and in England, the triumph of infinitesimals helped launch the island nation on a course that
would make it the world's first modern state. From the imperial cities of Germany to the green hills of Surrey, from the papal palace in Rome
to the halls of the Royal Society of London, Alexander demonstrates how a disagreement over a mathematical concept became a contest
over the heavens and the earth. The legitimacy of popes and kings, as well as our beliefs in human liberty and progressive science, were at
stake-the soul of the modern world hinged on the infinitesimal.
David Poole's innovative LINEAR ALGEBRA: A MODERN INTRODUCTION, 4e emphasizes a vectors approach and better prepares
students to make the transition from computational to theoretical mathematics. Balancing theory and applications, the book is written in a
conversational style and combines a traditional presentation with a focus on student-centered learning. Theoretical, computational, and
applied topics are presented in a flexible yet integrated way. Stressing geometric understanding before computational techniques, vectors
and vector geometry are introduced early to help students visualize concepts and develop mathematical maturity for abstract thinking.
Additionally, the book includes ample applications drawn from a variety of disciplines, which reinforce the fact that linear algebra is a valuable
tool for modeling real-life problems. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
The new, Third Edition of this successful text covers the basic theory of integration in a clear, well-organized manner. The authors present an
imaginative and highly practical synthesis of the "Daniell method" and the measure theoretic approach. It is the ideal text for undergraduate
and first-year graduate courses in real analysis. This edition offers a new chapter on Hilbert Spaces and integrates over 150 new exercises.
New and varied examples are included for each chapter. Students will be challenged by the more than 600 exercises. Topics are treated
rigorously, illustrated by examples, and offer a clear connection between real and functional analysis. This text can be used in combination
with the authors' Problems in Real Analysis, 2nd Edition, also published by Academic Press, which offers complete solutions to all exercises
in the Principles text. Key Features: * Gives a unique presentation of integration theory * Over 150 new exercises integrated throughout the
text * Presents a new chapter on Hilbert Spaces * Provides a rigorous introduction to measure theory * Illustrated with new and varied
examples in each chapter * Introduces topological ideas in a friendly manner * Offers a clear connection between real analysis and functional
analysis * Includes brief biographies of mathematicians "All in all, this is a beautiful selection and a masterfully balanced presentation of the
fundamentals of contemporary measure and integration theory which can be grasped easily by the student." --J. Lorenz in Zentralblatt für
Mathematik "...a clear and precise treatment of the subject. There are many exercises of varying degrees of difficulty. I highly recommend this
book for classroom use." --CASPAR GOFFMAN, Department of Mathematics, Purdue University
Using an extremely clear and informal approach, this book introduces readers to a rigorous understanding of mathematical analysis and
presents challenging math concepts as clearly as possible. The real number system. Differential calculus of functions of one variable.
Riemann integral functions of one variable. Integral calculus of real-valued functions. Metric Spaces. For those who want to gain an
understanding of mathematical analysis and challenging mathematical concepts.
Introduction to Ordinary Differential Equations is a 12-chapter text that describes useful elementary methods of finding solutions using
ordinary differential equations. This book starts with an introduction to the properties and complex variable of linear differential equations.
Considerable chapters covered topics that are of particular interest in applications, including Laplace transforms, eigenvalue problems,
special functions, Fourier series, and boundary-value problems of mathematical physics. Other chapters are devoted to some topics that are
not directly concerned with finding solutions, and that should be of interest to the mathematics major, such as the theorems about the
existence and uniqueness of solutions. The final chapters discuss the stability of critical points of plane autonomous systems and the results
about the existence of periodic solutions of nonlinear equations. This book is great use to mathematicians, physicists, and undergraduate
students of engineering and the science who are interested in applications of differential equation.
"This book is the first volume of a two-volume textbook for undergraduates and is indeed the crystallization of a course offered by the author
at the California Institute of Technology to undergraduates without any previous knowledge of number theory. For this reason, the book starts
with the most elementary properties of the natural integers. Nevertheless, the text succeeds in presenting an enormous amount of material in
little more than 300 pages."-—MATHEMATICAL REVIEWS
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